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By Manohar Shetty

Speaking Tiger Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Here is a book worth celebrating: Manohar Shetty s Full Disclosure: New and
Collected Poems (1981-2017), which gathers more than thirty years of work from a major voice in
world Anglophone poetry. More accurately, this book presents a range of voices--in some of the
multi-sectioned poems, a choir--as Shetty writes through a variety of personae and perspectives,
delivering emotionally resonant deep imagery and intellectual precision, profound compassion and
ironic wit, in equal parts. In Shetty s work the natural world impinges on domestic life at every turn,
creating an environment transformed through contact as well as the poet s observation: a spider
becomes a yoyo, /A jiggling asterisk: a footnote: and even on the bookshelves silverfish burrow in
flaking tomes. A meditation on the sick warmth of self-induced pain finds its antiphone elsewhere in
the strange gawky cackle of a peacock, in its beak a fullgrown/Krait, slick hexagonal scales/Panicky
and porous. And running throughout the course of this brilliant career is a weighted humour,
whether Shetty is recounting the secrets to a happy life offered by various characters ( external is
eternal,...
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Very good electronic book and valuable one. It is actually writter in basic words instead of di icult to understand. I discovered this ebook from my i and
dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- Pr of . Jevon Fr a m i-- Pr of . Jevon Fr a m i

A whole new e book with a new point of view. This is certainly for all those who statte there had not been a well worth looking at. I am just very easily could
get a delight of looking at a created pdf.
-- Hym a n Goyette-- Hym a n Goyette
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